Abstract. Traditional dynamic arts have much to offer and it is time to explore how the elements and techniques from stage performances could contribute to interaction design. We try to apply performance techniques and elements from dynamic art forms in the design process of interactive art installations for public spaces. Currently we try not to identify new technologies; instead we investigate how the installation would blossom when approached from a performance art perspective that essentially includes the users as well as a broader physical or social context. This paper introduces the role and function of script in the field of interactive art installation in public spaces. Script inspired from traditional dynamic art forms opens up new design opportunities. This paper discusses these opportunities, followed by an example how this approach can be applied in the design of a public art installation.
Introduction
There are a variety of different forms of dynamic performance events, including theatre, and opera. These performance events use production equipment and techniques such as staging, scenery, mechanicals, sounds, lighting, video, special visual effects, communications, costume and makeup to convey an experience that are often scripted in advance to the live audience. This is similar to interaction design, the goal of which is in many cases, if not all, to convey a creative experience that is designed in advance to the users. The main objective of this paper is to explore new opportunities in the context of interactive experience design in public spaces. We first list series of interesting elements from dynamic arts that could be inspiring for interaction design, and then focus on script, followed by an example of scripting interactive art installation. The example shows how script can be applied in the interaction design.
Elements Inspired from Traditional Dynamic Art Forms
In earlier publications [1] we have identified a few key elements inspired from traditional dynamic art forms that could contribute to the design of interactive public media art installations [2] .
Stagecraft
Stagecraft in traditional dynamic arts includes lighting (e.g. different lighting effects used to change or enhance mood), costumes, makeup (e.g. in Beijing Opera, different colors of facial makeup identify different personalities of roles), props, stage management (e.g. on the stage how to set the positions of props and actors) and recording and mixing of sound. However, in the actual interactive process there might not be any clear boundary between stage space and audience space. The space could include the spread of stage and the combination installation itself and its surroundings, as well as the participants. For the interactive public media arts, stagecraft is reflected by not only arrangement on the installation itself, but also management about whole environment and all possible participants. In interactive design, stagecraft is added technological elements, for instance designers use new multimedia tool, like photographs, video, or projector to make media art installations.
Different Roles in Performance Arts: Operators, Performers and Spectators
The participant of an interactive public art installation is more than a passive user. For example, participation comes to an interactive experience happened in public spaces, is about: what one does is experienced by someone else, and that the others are seeing and experiencing that one is experiencing something [3] . One of ways of participating in creating and interacting [4] with a public art installation is to transform roles among operator, performer, and spectator at designated or preferred time [1] . On many occasions, participants are both operating and performing, and also are spectators. On some occasions, operators (designers or artists) could be performers.
Different Attention Spaces: Foreground, Mid-ground and Background
Getting the attention of the public is usually a challenging task especially when the art installation is in an open space, surrounded by buildings, lights, plants and busy people. Dividing the space of the interactive public art installation into foreground, mid-ground and background could help get attention from people in random surroundings [1] .
Front Stage and Back Stage in Time and in Space
Every public space could be seen as a stage. We defined the space of interactive art installation which is on front stage and other invisible components on back stage (like organization, supervision, mechanical devices, managers, etc.) When a participant on the front stage, she does not know what happened, is happening or will happen on the backstage. Sometimes interactive designers deliberately blur the difference between these two stages. That's sometimes why we can see mechanical devices be moved to the interactive space and opened to the public. On this kind of occasions, the metalevel of the "making" also plays a role, and this might even deliver a completely new experience.
Talking about interaction design in public spaces, what is possible in a given environment? "It can be an experience of two folds: the first is the stimulation to imagination and emotion that is created by carefully crafted uncertainty. The second is the satisfaction provided by closure when the play is completed, if the plot has been successfully constructed. The experience unfolds over time" [1] .
Next, based on these elements learned from traditional dynamic arts, we also find how to script well above-mentioned elements and how to make a "script" in the process of designing installation could shape the user's experience.
3
Scripting Interactive Art Installations in Public Spaces
Script and Scenario
If we look through passing thousand years of history of traditional dynamic arts, like drama, script is the base of traditional dynamic arts, which mainly composed of lines and stage directions. Scripts use dialogue, monologue, narrations or librettos as firstperson narrators to represent the development of stories. Furthermore, in drama, the stage directions in the script are a kind of narrative text which is based on the tone of the writers. These directions include the story of the time and the place, the arrangement of image characteristics, body movements and activities in the real scene, description of the atmosphere, as well as the stagecraft and other requirements. In the history of drama, the script appears roughly officially formed and mature drama. For script writing, the most important aim is to be performed on the stage, not just as literature text. It could become only half finished until after the stage performances (e.g. "show text") is the ultimate artistic rendering. Yet the actors can perform on stage based on the original script, with necessary changes or modifications according to every different stage, and different understanding of the actors themselves as well. Therefore, script has an important function that allows modification, and during the process these modifications would produce detailed annotation, and mark a passage in the script how to work with the real show script. A script often falls into a theme. The most common contemporary understanding of the theme for a script is an idea or concept that is central to a story, which can often be summarized in the "path of life" [5] (e.g. for "birth", for "communion", and for "passing on"). "In all religions and cultures there was this understanding that life happens in distinctive eras with each a specific content, that there are thresholds that give entrance to it and that it is important to cross them consciously and with the right effort. When the time was right the community prepared together with that person, symbolized the transition to procure conscious life." [5] An example of this would be in Harry Potter film series. The theme of script for Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone is death while Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire is prejudice. Every show-work always has a theme even when it is just a script. Motif and expression are two parts for one script, including "What the work says about the subject" and "what the audiences think the work is about". One of these two parts can sometimes overwhelm the other one depending on interpretation and performance.
Scenario is a close concept to script which is the description of one piece or one possibility of series of actions and events depending on the story context. It is used in different kinds of areas (like military, politics, design). A scenario is often developed initially to indicate how the original source, if any, is to be adapted and to summarize the aspects of character that can be expanded later. To some extent, scenario could be look as the outline of scripts.
In interaction design, an interaction scenario is "a fully specified design vision: the users and task(s) being supported, the information needed to carry out the task, the actions the users take to interact with the task information, and the responses the system provided to users actions" [6] . Scenarios often play an important role in the process of concretization of a design concept by specifying a story to construct and illustrate the design concept or design solution [7] . Scenarios may be related to use cases and help focus design efforts on the user's requirements. Scenarios can be understood by people who do not have any technical background. They are therefore suitable for being used during participatory design activities.
Nevertheless scenario planning has several notable limitations [8] :
"1: One criticism of scenario commonly used is that resulting results in somewhat arbitrary scenario themes.
2: Apart from some inherent subjectivity in scenario design, the technique can suffer from various process and content traps.
3: A third limitation of scenario planning in organizational settings is its weak integration into other planning and forecasting techniques."
According to the comparison, we can find that scripting interactive art installations in public spaces can make up for the limitations of scenario. That's the reason for us to introduce script instead of scenario in designing interactive art installations in public spaces. Designers sometimes need to predict all possibilities before the design process and confront with traps during the design process, at this point, script could help designers push concepts much deeper and make the concepts to be fulfilled as closer as their purpose. This kind of sketching technique can be helpful in pitching the idea to a prospective producer, director or composer.
Script in Traditional Dynamic Art Forms
In traditional dynamic arts, script is the instructions for actors to perform a play. It includes the lines each of the actors must say, some indications of stage actions (also called stage directions) and the description of surroundings. While script for traditional dynamic arts specifies normal lines or stage directions, interpretation and performance techniques can vary. How to attract attention is one part of script. In ancient time for both eastern opera and western drama, theatrical performance always took place in a noisy and crowded open and public space with a rudimentary stage, which is different from the situation nowadays in quiet and well organized theaters. Ancient troupes also found effective approaches to attract audiences and you also can find this kind of instructions in the script. They would repeatedly remind the audience of the happened plot in latter scenes. An actor would wear a plate with the name of the character, so that the audience could easily find the character relationship at any given time. Also, at the beginning, they would use the long lines to introduce the development of whole story. A unique technique often used in Beijing Opera is that, before the opening, the protagonist would always sing shortly on the back stage before appearing on the front stage, to prepare the audience, raise the expectation and set the mood. In traditional dynamic arts, these aforementioned performance techniques are one important part of script, which also is the main reason for us to introduce script to design of interactive art installation
How to Transform Script into Interactive Art Installations in Public Spaces
We have tried to apply performance techniques and elements from dynamic art forms in the design process of interactive art installations for public spaces [1] . As a stage play needs a script, do we also need a script when we design an interactive art installation for a public space? What is the role and function of such a script in the design process and in the designed installation? And how much space we shall leave in the script for the interpretation and performance?
Opportunities and Challenges
For interactive art installations in public spaces, we are facing the same problem of noisy environments and often crowed audience. Scripting interactive art installation can be a possible solution to tell participants something will happen or something already happened to the audience that joins and leaves at any time. To a certain extent, script helps extend the time. Extending the time here, not just extending the time for interaction process, also about extending the time for expectation and time for traces after interaction. For a dynamic audience, we would also expect the scripting, interpretation and performance techniques could help to extend the experience from one audience to the other. For example, interaction with the installation by one audience would leave trace to the audience later. Traces could be the non-verbal and emotional information [9] left by people. Traces can also mean the full sensorium of experiences felt by people as they encounter smells, footprints, shadows, coughing sounds, talking, and so on, left behind by people who have previously pass through the installation space. It's also called "experience of involuntary memory". This also could be one part of script designed at beginning.
Next we show a concrete example of applying these scripting, interpretation and performance techniques in the design of one interactive public art installation named "Consistency". This installation is the result of a three-week international workshop joined by 9 teams of Dutch and Chinese design students, in the concept of "interactive patina of culture" [10] .
4
Concept and Implementation
Concept
"Consistency" is an interactive art installation that is based on the principle of YinYang and acts as a reminder to this ancient philosophy. It is one of projects from the 3-week international workshop in Taicang, China, during 21Oct. and 8 Nov. in 2013. The place for this installation is chose in the center of Taicang, which is a public square and located next to a river, surrounding by green trees. Even it is in the city center, it is still a peaceful and quite location. In the center of this square, there is a circular platform a bit higher than the ground which makes the whole square looks exactly like an opening stage.
YinYang is an ancient Chinese philosophy that is deeply rooted in the Chinese culture and acted as a guide in people lives. YinYang is about finding the balance through breaking the balance. In Daoist philosophy, "All things submit to Yin and embrace Yang. They soften their energy to achieve harmony." as stated in the Dàodéjīng at chapter 42. And in chapter 2, it also said, "Presence and absence produce each other. Difficulty and ease bring about each other. Long and short delimit each other. Highness and lowness rest on each other. Sound and voice harmonize each other. Front and back follow each other." Light and dark, high and low, hot and cold, fire and water, life and death, etc. can be defined as Yin and Yang here. Yin and Yang, both of them transform each other, they also exist together. Hence the installation is named "Consistency".
Based on this understanding, in our project, Yang is treated as solid matter and Yin as liquid, which are hard and soft, being two opposite elements. We continued to consider about the surroundings, connecting this abstract philosophy to the exact public square, using the overlap circle sculpture on this square and the river next to the square, pushing this concept into an interaction in which one can leave traces in the sand (Yang and also solid) and over time the water (Yin and also liquid) will erase the traces you left behind (Fig.1) .
As we mentioned before, script has an important function that allows modification, and during the process these modifications would produce detailed annotation. After the theme of our project (Consistency) was made clear, we used a step-by-step script to build up a construction for this installation and combined different implementations.
Fig. 1. Outlines of concept about YinYang
Script step1. The installation is triggered by the implicit and explicit behavior of people. As someone walks alongside the circle, water ripples appear on the water as if they are triggered by the steps of the person (Fig.2) .
Fig. 2. Script step1

Script step2.
Step 2 is based on the script step 1. After someone walks alongside the circle, water ripples appear on the water. This person enters the circle, the water retreats to the opposite direction and the sand becomes visible. By the person walking around footsteps appear on the sand (Fig.3) .
Fig. 3. Script step2
Script step3.
Step 3 is based on the story of script step 2. As someone walks alongside the circle, water retreats appear on the water. As a person enters the circle the water retreats to the opposite direction and the sand becomes visible. By the person walking around, footsteps appear on the sand. After the person leaves the circle, the water comes back and slowly erases the created footsteps. Multiple participants can cooperate on the circle to find new ways to create footprint patterns and play around with the balance of the opposite elements (Fig.4) .
After these 3 steps, we had a detailed construction for concept. Then we prototyped the construction, adding vary stage directions, interpretation and performance techniques.
Fig. 4. Script step3
Implementation
During the 3-week workshop, we did a small-scale prototype to realize our concept. This small-scale prototype implements the interaction between people and installation on the square, and the effect of movement. Infrared distance sensors are used to detect the speed and direction of the movement. In this prototype, viewpoints of sand and water, footprint left on the sand and movement of water are all visualized by projection mapping (Fig.5) . We also made gravity mechanisms on the bottom of this prototype, the whole central circle part would be slightly tilted depending on the number of audiences and positions of audiences. 
Conclusion
Based on the previous research on interactive art installations in public spaces inspired from elements of traditional dynamic arts, in this paper, we tried to introduce script as a new element to the design process. The design of example project highlights how this element could introduce new perceptive and new possibilities into the expression and forms, by giving detailed story, considering implementation, bringing in different results and controlling the tension and theme of the whole interaction process, and trying to offer different experiences for participants. The script in the example is minimalistic. We have not yet tried whether the script shall be formulated in the similar forms of lines and stage directions. More work needs to be done to identify more of script for the design of interactive art installations in public spaces and organize it into a clearer structure, and to investigate not only how it could be applied in an interactive design, but also how the creation process of script in the traditional dynamic arts could be applied deeply in the process of creating ideas and concepts for interaction design of public media arts.
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